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Chair Fagan, Vice Chair Girod, and members of the Senate Committee on Housing, thank you for this
opportunity to testify on Senate Bill 608.
My name is Deborah Imse. I am the executive director for Multifamily NW.
Multifamily NW’s members provide Oregonians with more than 250,000 rental homes statewide, making
us the largest rental provider group in Oregon. We are an independent organization representing rental
providers of all sizes, including many who operate affordable housing. Our members include property
owners, managers, and vendors, and our industry supports thousands of jobs throughout the state.
You’ll probably not be surprised to learn our membership opposes SB 608. You may be surprised to learn
why.
We have been in the rental business a long time. And we know that housing in Oregon has become less
and less affordable over the last 20-25 years.
But the rising cost of housing is a symptom. It isn’t the disease.
People have been moving to Oregon at an unprecedented rate. And yet, Oregon has been slow to build
homes for these newcomers. According to a 2018 report by Up For Growth and ECONorthwest, 1 from
2000 to 2015, Oregon built 155,000 fewer homes than it needed. The report states, “This underproduction
has created a supply and demand imbalance that is reflected in the housing and homelessness crisis
playing out across the state.” 1

The reasons for low housing supply in Oregon include:
• A recession that stifled construction for several years.1
• The fact that building new rental homes in Oregon, especially in the Portland Metro Area,
is a complex, costly, and lengthy process. And the fees and requirements associated with
new buildings are increasing all the time. 1
• The price of land and construction continue to increase significantly throughout the state.
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•

And finally, local organizations like neighborhood associations often block new multifamily units. 1

All of us who work on housing in this state seem to agree there’s a housing shortage in Oregon – that
supply is not meeting demand. And we all know what that means: When supply decreases, cost increases.
So in Oregon, we are failing to provide enough homes, while the influx of new residents continues.
This is why housing is currently not affordable for too many Oregonians.
If the real goal is affordable housing, particularly for low- and middle-income families, then let’s look at
the data on how to make housing more affordable, and how you as policy makers can help.
Some people think rent control or rent stabilization is the answer. It seems logical. If we force rental
providers to limit the rents they can charge, then prices will go down. Right?
Unfortunately, that’s not what happens. Economists have studied rent control and stabilization
throughout the country over the last several decades, and independent data shows that where rent
control or stabilization have been implemented, the results have been higher rents and fewer rental overall
2
units .
In the long term, rent control or stabilization make housing less affordable.
In addition, the research shows that:
•
•
•

Rent control or stabilization often helps higher-income households instead of the low- and
middle-income households they are intended for.3
Rent control or stabilization results in poorly maintained housing as rental providers become
unable to continue investing in maintaining and improving their properties.4
Rent control or stabilization leads to fewer housing choices for low-income households, as they
become stuck in their existing units.4

All of those statements are backed by research and footnoted in my written testimony.
Rent control and rent stabilization measures are truly not the way to solve the problem of housing
affordability.
SB 608 doesn’t solve the problem.
We encourage you to examine the research, because while economists often disagree on a great many
things, one thing they agree on is that in all cases, rent control and rent stabilization ultimately make
housing less affordable. These measures, whether rent control or rent stabilization, are bad for residents,
rental providers, the economy, and the community overall.
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I know this committee is interested in long-term solutions. So what can we do to help make housing more
affordable in Oregon? We have to increase supply. How can we do that?
•
•
•
•

The proposal by House Speaker Kotek to ban single-family zoning in Oregon is a good start. This
helps increase infill in our cities.
Tax incentives for developers building affordable housing are effective in increasing housing
supply.
Smart streamlining of our permitting processes will help encourage development and increase
supply.
Getting the zoning right in each community is also an important factor in encouraging
development and increasing housing supply.

If housing supply is the disease, rent stabilization is the equivalent of giving Oregonians two aspirin. It
might briefly dull the pain, but it won’t alleviate the underlying cause. When the patient calls in the
morning, their housing will still be unaffordable and Oregon families will still be struggling.
Rent stabilization has a short-term benefit and significant long-term consequences. I encourage you all as
members of the housing committee to examine the studies and listen to the economists so you can make
an evidence-based decision that will truly benefit our state and its residents, not harm Oregonians by
making our state even less affordable.
Multifamily NW is available at any time to any of you to share research and discuss evidence-based ways
to solve the mounting problem of housing affordability in Oregon.

